ABSTRACT. In this paper, we give a complete characterization of those functions on 2n-dimensional Euclidean space for which the Berezin-Toeplitz quantizations admit a symbol calculus modulo the compact operators. The functions in question are characterized by a condition of "small oscillation at infinity" .
1. Introduction. We consider the Toeplitz operators on the Segal-Bargmann space H2 (C n , dJ.l) of Gaussian square-integrable entire functions on C n . Such operators have been studied by Berezin and others [4, 5, 10, 11] and arise naturally as "anti-Wick quantization operators". Via the SchrOdinger representation [7, 10] , there is a natural equivalence between Topelitz operators on H2 (C n , dJ.l) and a generalization of pseudodifferential operators on L 2 (Rn,dv), the so-called Weyl quantization [9, 10] .
Let P be the orthogonal projection operator L2 (C n , dJ.l) onto H2 (C n , dJ.l) with
dJ.l(z) = (21r)-n e-l z I2 /2dv(z) and dv(z) ordinary Lebesgue measure on cn. F0r f in LOO(C n ), the multiplication operator Mf on L2(C n , dJ.l) is defined by Mfh = fh.
The Toeplitz operator T f is defined, for h in H2 (C n , dJ.l), by
In this paper, we complete the program, begun in [6] , of determining the largest *-algebra Q in LOO(C n ) for which TfTg -Tfg is a compact operator for all f, gin Q.
Functions in Q are characterized by a condition of "small oscillation at infinity".
It should be noted that the Weyl unitary operators [7] which generate the SegalBargmann representation of the Heisenberg group on C n [1, 14, 15] A1Zl + A2Z2 + ... + AnZn for z = (Zl' Z2,"" zn) III C and A = Ai + A2 + ... + IAnI2. Thus, the C*-algebra CCR(C n ) generated by the {W),} is just the closure, in the operator norm, of {Tf: f a trigonometric polynomial on C n = R2n} [6] . Since CCR(C n ) is known to be simple [7] , nonconstant trigonometric polynomials cannot be in Q. On the other hand, we shall see that Q contains all functions, such as eivlzl, which oscillate "less than linearly". We shall also show that Q is closely related to CC R( C n ) in a more direct way.
For a precise statement of the main results, we require several definitions r = {f E LOO(C n ): H f == (I -P)MfP is compact}, B = {f E LOO(C n ): PMfP is compact}.
We also have the function algebras: We ignore sets of measure zero in the above definitions of ESV and V. We write BCESV = BC n ESV and Co = BC n V.
For f in LOO(C n ), we make use of the convolution transform
This transform is the Berezin symbol of the operator Tf [3] and is also the solution of the heat equation on C n = R2n at time t = ! with initial values f [4, 8, 10] .
Let K denote the ideal of all compact operators on the relevant Hilbert space,
H. Let 7r be the usual quotient map from B(H) onto B(H)/ K where B(H)
is the algebra of all bounded operators on H. We denote by 7(Q) the C*-algebra generated by all Tf with f in Q.
Our main results can now be summarized. THEOREM E. 7r{7(Q)} c:::: Q/Q nBc:::: ESV/V c:::: BCESV/Co. It should be pointed out that the algebra Q is the homolog of the algebra QC of quasi-continuous functions in the case of Toeplitz operators on the unit circle.
Moreover, r is the homolog of the algebra Hoo + C. Of course, on the circle, QC =I-Hoo + C. The absence of nonconstant bounded entire functions on C n seems to be reflected in the fact that Q = r.
A critical ingredient in our analysis is an averaging operation over the SegalBargmann representation of the Heisenberg group given, for
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In Theorem 6 of §3, we discuss some useful properties of A and relate A to the Berezin symbol A [3] .
We recall that H2(dl1) has the reproducing kernels e ii , z / 2 so, for 9 in H2(dl1),
Normalizing, we have ka(z) = eii.z/2-laI2/4 with Ilkall = 1 in H2(dl1)' In terms of the ka, the Berezin symbol of any operator A on H2(dl1) is defined by [3] A(a) = (Aka, ka).
It is known that A(a) is a smooth function which is uniquely determined by A.
Moreover, it is not hard to check that A is in Co for A compact and, for all bounded A, A = T A where A is the average over the Heisenberg group defined above.
Let jCm) denote the mth iterate of j. The main idea in the proofs of Theorems B, C, D, E is to note that ESV is characterized by f -j<m) E V for all m > 0 and use the fact that jCm) is Lipschitz with modulus of continuity converging to 0 as m ---+ 00. We also use the fact that J K(a)dl/(a) is compact whenever K(a) is a uniformly bounded weakly measurable compact operator valued function and 1/ is a positive measure of finite total mass.
We remark that T f is bounded for f ~a larger class than LOO. In particular, MfP is bounded if f is measurable and Ifl2 is bounded.
In §2 of this paper, we discuss some analytic preliminaries. The functiontheoretic properties of j are discussed and the class ESV is described in terms of j. In §3, Theorems B, C, D are proved. In §4, the algebra r( Q) is analyzed using earlier results. The index theory of r( Q) is described. Finally, in §5, we discuss extensions and generalizations.
We thank William Arveson, Rodger Howe, Richard Rochberg, Irving Segal and William Zame for useful advice and discussions.
Preliminary results.
We now discuss some analytic preliminaries. Beyond the definitions in §1, we will use the space
We note that r, B, Q, ESV, V, BC, Co are all closed. V is an ideal in Loo and Co is an ideal in BC. ESV and BC are conjugate-closed algebras. It is easy to check, as in [6] , that r is an algebra and that B is a r module so that r n B is an ideal in r.
We begin by sketching the proof of PROPOSITION PROOF. See [6] . For completeness, note that
It follows at once that TgT J -TgJ is in K for J in r and g in LOO. On the other hand 
Denoting by MJ the operator of "multiplication by f" on L2(df..L), we will need to estimate the norms of [MJ,P] = MJP -PM J and PM 1JI 2P. Such estimates can be obtained by using the
PROOF. Direct calculation. For J in LOO(C n ), we consider some properties of the convolution transform
We denote by pm) the mth iterate of this transform. The map J ~ j is a smoothing operator which is clearly related to the heat equation on C n = R 2n. In fact,
is the unique solution of the heat equation with initial values (at t = 0) J(z) [8] .
Thus, ]( a) = j( ~,a) is the solution of the initial value problem for J(z) at t = ~.
We will need one estimate
PROOF. The first step is to note that
It follows that
Careful but routine analysis shows that the right-hand side of the last inequality is exactly equal to
It is immediate that
Using the semi group property of the heat kernel (or direct calculation) we see that
It follows that j(m)(a) = g(a/yrn) with g(z) = f(zyrn). The desired result follows by applying the Lipschitz estimate above to g.
In view of the central role played by the algebra ESV in our analysis, we next provide some useful examples.
THEOREM 3. The algebra ESV includes
PROOF. (i) can be checked directly, using the uniform continuity of g on s2n-1.
We note that, for Iz -wi ~ 1,
(ii) follows directly from the corresponding definition of BCrESV [6] as the radial version of BCESV defined above.
(iii) is immediate from the definition of ESV.
REMARK. It follows from Theorem 3 and discussion in [6] that exp(iV!ZT) is in
ESV.
On the other hand, exp(iIm("X. z)) is not in ESV unless.A = O.
The following lemma exhibits the strong interaction between ESV and the transform 1.
PROOF. We write
Thus, for c: > 0 and N = N (c:) large enough
Izl<N
Now, using the definition of ESV, there is an R(c:)
for Izl < N whenever lal > R(c:). The desired result follows at once.
We can now establish THEOREM 5. The lollowing conditions are t;quivalent (i) IE ESV, (
>o(A(c:)+V).
Then for each c: > 0 we have 1= g"+h,, 
COROLLARY. The lollowing conditions are equivalent: (i) I is in BCESV,
PROOF. Clear.
REMARK. Theorem 5 implies that the class ESV has some significance in the classical analysis of the initial value problem for the heat equation.
The symbol calculus for Toeplitz operators.
We begin with a discussion of the Berezin symbol [3J and a related averaging operation over a representation of the Heisenberg group. This averaging operation appears to be of some independent interest and is extremely useful in our subsequent analysis.
On H 2 (dJ.L), we have the unitary operator-valued map
for a in en (see [6] Of course, as is well known [7] 
Using the Berezin symbol, it is easy to show THEOREM 7. For fin B, j is in Co.

PROOF. Recall that (Tfk>., k>.) = T f (> . . ) =' j()..). Now k>.
~ 0 (weakly) as 1>"1 -+ 00 so compactness of T f implies that Tfk>. -+ 0 (strongly) and so j E Co.
We also have
PROOF. It is a direct calculation in [6] that for f in LOO with compact support, fEB. It follows from the fact that B is closed that V c B and, hence, V c
ESVnB.
For the converse, suppose f E ESVnB. By Lemma 4, f -f E V while Theorem 7 implies j E Co. It follows immediately that f E V.
PROOF. By a direct operator-theoretic argument
We will need
LEMMA 10. f E Q if and only if [Mf' P] is compact.
PROOF. If [Mf,P] is compact then (I -P)MfP and (I -P)MfP are also compact so f is in r n r = Q.
For the converse, note that for f in Q we have (I -P)MfP and (I -P)MfP compact. Hence, PMf(I -P) is compact so
is compact.
Recall that U is the unitary transformation from L 2 (dJ.l) onto L2((21f)-ndv) given by
As customary, K denotes the ideal of compact operators. REMARK. It should be pointed out that Theorem 11 can also be obtained as an application of results in [11] .
Suppose that X is a Borel space with v a positive measure on X and v(X) finite. Suppose further that A(x) is a weakly measurable function on X with range contained in the bounded operators on a separable Hilbert space H. Recall that J A(x) dv(x) = A is a bounded operator on H defined, for I, gin H, by
(AI, g) == / (A(x)I, g) dv(x).
The next lemma is essential for our analysis. We thank William Zame for this simplified variant of our original version.
LEMMA 12. IIIIA(x)ll:S M andA(x) is a compact operator lor all x inX then J A(x) dv(x) is also compact.
PROOF. For (ek: k = 1,2,3, ... ) an orthonormal basis for H, write Pk for the orthogonal projection operator with range spanned by (el' e2,"" ek) . Clearly, -A(x) is weakly measurable. Given e > 0,
PkA(x)Pk
is a measurable set since 
Uk>",E~
The last two terms on the right have norms less than w(X) and e respectively while the first term has range contained in the range of Pm. Since e > 0 was arbitrary, the desired result follows immediately.
THEOREM 13. We have r c ESV + Q n B.
PROOF. Note that
Q n B = {f: 1/12 E B} = r n B. We will show, for I in r, that 1-j is in Q n B and that j is in ESV.
Since Tf The fact that djl has finite total mass and Lemma 12 together with the fact that H f is compact for f in f allow us to conclude that the first integral is a compact operator. Next, we compute
The last step uses Fubini's theorem and the fact that the dJ.L(a) integral of an analytic function of a is just the constant term in the McLaurin expansion. It follows that
Hi J Me_aPWaPdjl(a) = Hi J = PMf(I -P)P = 0 so the second integral in the expression for T f _ f is zero and T f _ f is compact.
Hence f -j is in B.
Next, using the fact that [Wa, Pj = 0 on L2(dJ.L) and Theorem 6, it is not hard to see for Hf = (1 -P)MfP that iI f = Hf. It follows from Lemma 12, that for f in f, since Hf is compact, iI f must be compact and so j is in f. Thus, f -j is in fnB = QnB.
Since f -j is in B, j -j(2) is in Co by Theorem 7. It follows immediately from Theorem 5 that j is in E SV .
Finally, we have the characterization THEOREM B. f = ESV +QnB = Q. PROOF. Combining Theorems 11 and 13 we see that f C ESV + Q nBc Q.
But Q = f nrc f so the inclusions above must be equalities. REMARK. ~ng the lemma above, it is not hard to check that IIMfPl1 is finite if and only if 1/12 is bounded even il 1 is not in Loo. We will return to this point in the last section of this paper.
We can now give a complete characterization of Q n B. For the converse, note by Theorem 6, A = T f with I = A(>,). Thus, we have
By Lemma 12 and the fact that W; = W -a, we see that the last integral is a compact operator. It follows that A -T f = 1-j is in V. It follows from Theorem 5 that I is in ESV.
The algebra r( Q).
We now use the analysis of §3 to determine the structure of r( Q). We first identify some function algebra relations which are implicit in §3. PROOF. Direct consequence of Theorem B (Q = ESV + Q n B) and Theorem 8 (ESV n B = V). We also use the fact that 1-j is in V for I in ESV so that
We use the standard notation of r(X) for the C* -algebra generated by 
Combining Theorems 15 and 16, we have
In the rest of this section, we consider the Fredholm theory and index problem for 7(Q). The following lemma and Theorem 18 appear in [12] . (ii)--+(i). There are two cases depending on the dimension of en. 
Now let O"(x)
denote the spectrum of x for x in any Banach algebra with identity. We will be concerned with the abelian C*-algebra BCESVICo. It is easy to check that f is in BCESV and T f is Fredholm with index (Tf) = -1.
Extensions and generalizations.
In this section, we discuss some extensions and possible generalizations of our results.
We Note that P Mxu is a compact operator since P is an integral operator with smooth kernel away from the boundary a~. Choose u so that v(O \ u) < 6. Then, for
IlfII00<1, we have
IlpMxo\u E fl1 2 = Il pM fXO\<T112 ~ Ilxo\<T112 < vie so that IlpMxo\uEII < J€. Hence, PE is a norm limit of compact operators.
From the viewpoint of quantum mechanics, it may be of interest to extend our results to "infinitely many complex variables" (see [2, 15] ). This extension appears to work and the results remain approximately the same. We expect to treat this problem in a subsequent note.
